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Key Points

• The Wingman crossing catheter appears to be not

only an effective device for peripheral CTO treatment

but also safe.

• Most peripheral CTO's can be crossed in the femoral

popliteal region, infra-popliteal CTO's are more

challenging.

• What about the long-term results and how do we

extrapolate this data to include longer SFA lesions.

Since ~40% of peripheral artery lesions are CTOs, there is a need to

uniformly approach and treat these common lesions. Many catheters

specifically designed to treat CTOs have been created using various

approaches. From radiofrequency and mechanical approaches in

breaking the lesion's proximal cap to devices the “bypass” the lesion

entirely.1,2 An example of the mechanical approach to breeching the

proximal cap is the Wingman catheter. In this study, it was 90% suc-

cessful in crossing the CTO lesions that were previously uncrossable

with conventional methods.3 This successful study warrants a larger

study group with a longer follow-up. Patient progress using the Ruth-

erford classification at 30 days shows a real benefit in using the Wing-

man crossing catheter but leaves us wanting long-term outcome

results.

The average length of lesions in this trial was 188 mm while the

inclusion criteria required the lesion to be within 100 to 300 mm. Fur-

ther breakdown of long-term success in lesions over 300 mm would

be useful in deciding which CTO specific treatment method to

progress with. With the advent of percutaneous bypass giving us the

ability to emulate the benefits of open bypass without the negative

side effects of an invasive surgery; length of lesion becomes an impor-

tant deciding factor. Long peripheral lesions have notoriously been

difficult to treat many times requiring repeat intervention. While

mechanical options, such as the Wingman crossing catheter, are a

great alternative in treating the proximal cap of relatively short length

CTOs, it is worth considering different modalities when encountered

with longer lesions. Investigational modalities, such as the PQ Bypass

system, carry great promise for long lesions.4

This series is unique in that the lesion length is longer than most

other peripheral CTO series. Other treatments such as hotwires, step by

step technique with laser, and using centering devices have shown prom-

ise but we still have a long way to go. Although the Wingman's success

rate was less in infra-popliteal lesions the series was quite small in this

population. Whenever any new technology comes out and it appears to

be successful it is always encouraging when it also appears to be safe.
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